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Introduction

Introduction to

NFT PUSSIES

The NFT PUSSIES platform aims to combine two profitable worldwide businesses.
Specifically the porn business and the extremely fast developing cryptocurrency
market and the downstream NFT (Non-fungible tokens) market. We all know that
basic human needs include both sexuality and the desire to own exclusive things.
NFT PUSSIES combines both!
This combination will result from the nftpussies.com eshop and marketplace where
everyone can anonymously buy a unique photo and video of their favorite porn star.
Thanks to the NFT logic, the buyer becomes its only rightful owner and if they pick up
Rare NFT they get a real use case with it, which will be rechargeable, so the owner
can video call or DM with his favorite porn star as long as he wants. Naturally it will
be possible to resell NFTs on the marketplace to another interested party - if they
agree on its value. That provides space for investment speculation and possible
gains for Mystery box buyers.
In addition, NFT PUSSIES is unique as there is currently no competitive marketplace
that uses NFTs solely from significant names in the porn business and moreover with
real use cases.
A lot of us know these Porn Stars and a large group of users would like to own their
photos, videos or even interact with them by chat or 1v1 video call. In fact, every user
has this opportunity at NFT PUSSIES. Our “Own you favourite porn star” motto speaks
for itself.
Furthermore, NFT PUSSIES has its own PUSSIES token at BSC and unique NFTs can
be purchased only for this token. By this step and also thanks to an elaborated
tokenomics, the value of the PUSSIES will gradually increase.

Success

Why will

NFT PUSSIES be successful?

Because we cover basic human needs, and in a modern and yet unique way!
Imagine the following possibilities:
For the first time in history, you can actually own a photo or video of your dream porn actress. And you can
be the sole owner in the world.
Everything is powered by a PUSSIES token. Staking, vesting, burn and many more included. Just long term
sustainable tokenomics!
Thanks to blockchain, the ownership of NFT is completely anonymous and secure, but who of us would not like
to show off in front of his friends that he actually owns his own video with a well-known porn star. And that it
has been created directly for him!
You can collect limited revealed collectible NFTs that you like or you can invest into Mystery boxes.
Mystery boxes hide NFTs with various rarity and use-cases as direct messages, 1v1 live video chats and even
tailor made NFTs! Yes, you can be the director of NFTs of your favorite porn star!
Rare NFTs which include use cases will be appreciated in time and their resale on the Market place may
generate further capital for the owner.
Rare NFTs that will be resold on the marketplace will be rechargeable, so you can directly buy NFTs which
include the use case you are looking for.
In addition, the owner receives reflection in the form of PUSSIES tokens from every owned NFT. This will create
a passive income for him.
Marketing is largely done by the actresses themselves as they want to promote NFT PUSSIES on their social
networks - great hit in the target group of their followers. Realistically, it means millions of addressed people
immediately with the first actresses.
The success of the PUSSIES will be long-term thanks to a clear long-term vision including a VR Gallery,
NFT PUSSIES real life events and we also want to offer our gallery of NFTs in Metaverse worlds.
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Highlights

10 highlights of

NFT PUSSIES
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Practice

How does it work in practice?
In Phase 2 an online store is created where users can invest in Mystery Boxes or collect NFTs photos and videos. All the information on an actress will
be displayed on her card. These cards will have various rarity, which means some of them have use cases and will be a lot more valuable. In addition
„My own Pussies“ dashboard will be created for every user where you can see your NFTs.

You will be able to apply these use cases via our booking platform which is currently in development and will be ready in Phase 3. So are you looking
forward to having a video call with your favourite porn star?
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Practice

How does it work in practice?
In Phase 3 Marketplace will be launched where users can buy NFTs which they did
not have time to buy from the Eshop. Moreover, if you buy NFTs with the use case
there, you can recharge it and immediately get the use case with your favorite
porn star again. Every transaction on the marketplace will have 5% tax which will
be distributed to contribute to the sustainable ecosystem and to the actress who
created the card. This creates a long-term income for her in PUSSIES which is
very attractive for the actresses as there are no subsequent commissions from
their production in the standard porn business.

NFT MYSTERY BOX RARITY:
COMMON - 84%

Collectible card or video.

RARE - 13%

Includes 50 direct messages with your favourite Pussie.

LEGENDARY - 2%

Includes 30 minutes of 1 on 1 video call. Just you and her!

PUSS - 1%

Includes a custom-made NFT by your favourite porn star solely for you!
You will be her director!

Furthermore, NFTs will vary not only by rarity but also by special sets such as Solo,
Teen, Curvy, Lesbian, Cosplay, Christmas season, Halloween, and many more.
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Sample Graphic Design

Sample Graphic Design

Sample Graphic Design

Anonymity & Security

NFT PUSSIES

Browse through
world in
an anonymous and secure manner.
Payments for the content of the PUSSIES token provides the buyers and the creators
with anonymity which are things that are not provided by other popular platforms.
As such, we will never want the information on your credit card, your personal
documents or other personal data.
We have made security audit by a professional audit firm Solidity Finance.
Link on the audit: https://solidity.finance/audits/NFTPussies/
In addition, standard steps were implemented to strengthen the security such as
checks of the employee, security of sensitive communication, disks encryption,
training in awareness of the employees about the users, vulnerability testing and
penetration testing of third parties.
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Market

Market Survey
Market Potential
The general potential of NFT is very high. The technology got in the limelight

Since the beginning of 2021, the overall flow of money in NFTs has significantly

in 2021 and for a large percentage of people it has still been an undiscovered

increased. We assume that the total traded volume of money in NFT will easily

category in blockchain. For many of them, NFT may become a dominant item

exceed 300,000,000 USD daily, during the following 3 years and will continue

in their investment portfolio, however a large part of these people will become

to rise above this level.

new users of services that are generally very diverse in NFT.
https://defillama.com/nfts
As shown by the below chart which is based on the statistics for the past 12
months, it can be seen that that in terms of search for NFT and Non-fungible
token terms these terms have an increasing trend which will continue to grow.

The total amount of money traded during the existence of the NFTs is 17.2
billion. In essence, this is the amount of money traded in 1 year as their
potential has not been fully developed up until 2021.
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Market

Market Survey
Total group of users
We identify the total of 3 groups of our potential users:

USERS OF EROTIC WEBSITES
This group is motivated by an interaction
with their favourite well known creators.
They want to support the creator.
A certain role is played by personal
pleasure similar as in the porn industry,
however increased by the sense of

INVESTORS

GAMERS AND COLLECTORS

This group of users is motivated primarily

This group is motivated by the possibility

by the profit from the use of a specific

of winning the most interesting cards by

service, increase in the price of a token or

purchasing „Mystery Boxes“. This way, they

an investment in art.

will receive interesting rewards or cards
can be added to collections to receive
unique rewards.

ownership of a specific NFT.
By our specific content, we primarily
target the male part of potential users
which corresponds to the trend in
cryptocurrencies and NFTs.
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Pussies

Your first

Pussies

Alexis Crystal

Charlie Red

Katy Rose

313 000 followers

142 000 followers

83 400 followers

229 100 followers

71 600 followers

168 080 followers

TOP 1 % on Only Fans
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Pussies

Your first
Stacy Cruz

Pussies
Sofia Lee

Leanne Lace

Barbara Bieber

218 000 followers

133 000 followers

82 000 followers

24 000 followers

185 750 followers

192 707 followers

33 300 followers

14 300 followers
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Economics

Tokenomics

SEED TOKENS SOLD

PRIVATE TOKENS SOLD

PUSSIES token is the basic currency of NFT PUSSIES. It is based on the BSC20 contract. It is used in each transaction, be it the purchase
of NFTs, their resale on the marketplace and also for the recharge of use cases with NFTs.
PUSSIES tokenomics include staking, periodic burn from the reserve wallet and the whole slippage fee goes back to SWAP.
Furthermore, PUSSIES tokens have a liquidity lock set. Vesting is set up for the tokens from the initial phase of sale, for founders and for
the core team in order to prevent dumping of their price.
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Roadmap

Product roadmap
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Who are we?

Team

FT

OK

BH

Founder

Founder

Co -Founder

Business Developer

CEO & Business Developer

Project Manager

More than 9 years in the investment sector.

More than 10 years in the investment

Specialisation in PRINCE2 and Agile project

business, financial sector and real estate.

management.

immovable assets both abroad and in the

Since 2017, he has been engaged in

More than 10-year experience in IT

Czech republic, trading and investments in

cryptocurrencies, investments, technologies,

management and marketing projects.

cryptocurrencies.

mining.

Since 2018, management of an engineering

Experience in project management and

company emloying 35 people.

project financing.

Purchase and sale of real estate and

Experience in the management of teams

JZ

BC

having more than 30 people.

KR

Co -Founder

Blockczech

Katy Rose

Graphic Design

Blockchain Development

More than 10 years of experience in graphic

Blockchain development professionals with

Porn Business Advisor and
Ambasador

design and establishing "corporate identity".

great experience and many successful
product launches behind.

Experience in project management of
several start-ups.
Marketing experience in the practice of
a marketing manager of a marketing
television.

More than 8 years in the porn business,
contacts to actresses and managers
throughout the world.

SO LET‘S OWN YOUR FAVORITE PORN STAR!

www.nftpussies.com

Disclaimer
The information contained in this document may be change or may be updated and should not be interpreted as an
obligation, promise or a guarantee by NFT PUSSIES HOLDING LTD., NFT PUSSIES team, or any other person or organisation
(hereinafter the “NFT PUSSIES Team”) listed in this document.
This document does not constitute an offer to enter into a contract. It does not constitute, does not form a part and should not
be interpreted as an offer to buy stakes, securities, tokens, etc. The NFT PUSSIES Team expressly disclaims any and all liability
for any direct or indirect loss, or damage of any kind arising directly or indirectly from relying on any information contained
herein. In addition, the NFT PUSSIES Team expressly disclaims any and all liability for errors, omissions or inaccuracies in any
information contained in this document, and for any subsequent acts and actions arising from them.
This Whitepaper is not a purchase recommendation or financial advice, it is purely informative. Any investment involves risks,
including but not limited to currency volatility, insufficient liquidity and potential complete loss of investment. Investors should
take due care with the help of professional financial, legal and tax experts in respect of the topics discussed in this document
and make their own judgment before making any investment decision.
We prepared all information contained herein from sources that we see as accurate and reliable. However, this information
is presented without warranty of any kind – be it expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not
guaranteed to be complete or accurate. They are based on selected data from the public market, they reflect prevailing
conditions and our view of the topic at the time and therefore they may change without notice. Charts, tables and other visual
aids are provided solely for information purposes.
Any projections, prognoses and estimates contained in this document are purely speculative and are based on certain
assumptions. These future declarations may prove to be erroneous and may be affected by inaccurate assumptions or known
or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors most of which cannot be influenced.
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